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Aggregate formation in molecular solids usually quenches the luminescence, a piece of bad news for
molecular electronic devices. However, siloles present extremely high luminescent efficiency in solid state as
well as in aggregation, but have almost no luminescence in solution. By employing a first-principles calculation to study excited states and vibronic couplings, we find that it is the low-frequency twisting motions of side
rings which enhance the nonradiative decay. These motions can be suppressed either by solid-state packing, by
aggregation formation in polar solvents, or by increasing the solvent viscosity; thereby, the radiative decay
becomes dominant, resulting in peculiar aggregate-induced emission phenomena in siloles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organic and polymeric light-emitting diodes 共OLED’s
and PLED’s兲 have become more and more important in flat
display technology since their first discoveries.1 One strategy
in designing OLED materials is to avoid aggregation: usually, aggregation quenches the luminescence because of 共i兲
the intermolecular charge transfer or 共ii兲 the exciton coupling leading to Davydov splitting, and in many cases the
dark state stays below the bright state. These are widely accepted concepts in photophysics. However, siloles, a group
of five-member silacycles, are exactly in the contrary. Exotic
luminescent phenomena have been found. It was demonstrated that the siloles are nonemissive in ethanol solutions,
but highly luminescent in aggregate or films2,3—i.e.,
aggregation-enhanced luminescence 共AEL兲. Furthermore,
the emission of the siloles in solution can be greatly enhanced by either decreasing temperature or increasing the
viscosity of solution.4
Recently, more and more molecular systems have been
found to exhibit such exotic behaviors.5–7 In addition to peculiar photophysics, silole-based compounds also exhibit
high carrier mobilities,8,9 highly efficient light emission in
OLED devices,10 and high photovoltaic activity,11 thus being
very promising in organic electronics applications.
In this work, we present our theoretical explanations of
the AEL phenomena. The microscopic origin of the peculiar
luminescent behaviors is revealed by investigating the radiative and radiationless decays of the excited states in silole
molecules. Risko et al. have applied time-dependent density
functional theory to investigate both the carrier transport behavior and excited-state structures,12 as well as the molecular structures, for several kinds of siloles molecules.
We here adopt the same computational approach to study
the electronic structures, and we further explore the ex1098-0121/2006/73共20兲/205409共5兲

cited-state dynamics of two prototypical siloles:
1,1-dimethyl-2,3,4,5-tetraphenylsilole 共compound 1兲 and 3,
4-bis共2⬘,6⬘-diisopropyl phenyl兲-1,1-dimethyl-2,5-diphenylsilole 共compound 2兲 whose molecular structures are depicted
in Fig. 1. The rates of radiation and radiationless transitions
from the first excited state to the ground state have been
calculated for both systems.
II. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

The major geometrical difference between the two compounds in Fig. 1共a兲 is that the two hydrogen atoms on the 2⬘,
6⬘ sites of the phenyl groups located at the 3, 4 sites of the
silacycle are substituted by two isopropyl groups. These isopropyl groups have a big steric effect, which prevents the
phenyl groups from easily rotating. We calculated the rotational energy barriers of the phenyl group at site 2 of the
silacycle semicolon; see Fig. 1共b兲. The phenyl group on this
site is strongly associated with the highest occupied molecular orbital 共HOMO兲 and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital 共LUMO兲 of both compounds. Its rotation is thus expected to have the largest effect on the optical properties of
the compounds. The calculated results, shown in Fig. 1共c兲,
clearly indicate that this phenyl group in compound 1 can
rotate much easier than that in compound 2. It is noted that
the rotation of the phenyl group at site 3 of the silacycle
costs almost the same energy as in the case of site 2 for
compound 1, but is completely impossible for compound 2.
Compound 1 is a typical AEL-phenomenon system. Recent
experiments find that compound 2 is highly luminescent in
solution and does not present any AEL phenomena, in sharp
contrary to compound 1 共Ref. 13兲.
The quantum efficiency of photoluminescence can be expressed as  = kr / 共kr + knr + kISC兲, where kr is the radiative de-
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FIG. 1. 共A兲 Molecular structures of 1,1-dimethyl-2,3,4,5tetraphenylsilole 共compound 1兲
and
3,
4-bis共2⬘ , 6⬘-diisopropylphenyl兲-1 ,1 - dimethyl-2,5-diphenylsilole 共compound 2兲. 共B兲
The spatial arrangement of compound 1 and 共C兲 the rotational energy barrier as function of rotational angle of phenyl group at
site 2 for both compounds.

cay rate, knr consists of the nonadiabatic radiationless decay
to the ground state, and kISC is the intersystem cross rate
from the singlet to the triplet state. The radiative decay can
be evaluated through the Einstein spontaneous emission relationship which can be cast into a simple working formula
kr = fE2if / 1.499, where f is the oscillator strength 共in electrostatic units兲 of the excited state, Eif is the excited-state energy in cm−1, and kr is then in unit of s−1. The nonadiabatic
process is due to the kinetic energy term of the nuclear motion. We note that in the organic system, the intersystem
crossing process 共from the singlet to the triplet excited state兲
is slow when compared with the radiative decay. For siloles,
we obtained a value for the electronic coupling 共spin-orbit
coupling兲 of 1.6 cm−1, from a correlated electron calculation

with the GAMESS package.14 For the typical radiative or nonradiative process, the electronic coupling is about a few tens
to hundreds and even to thousands of cm−1. Thus, we will
not address the intersystem crossing contribution for the
present study.
We take the molecular geometries for both compounds
from the experimental crystal structure data 关10共b兲兴 and from
quantum chemistry optimization with the hybrid density
functional theory 共B3LYP兲 with 6-31g basis as implemented
in the GAUSSIAN03 package15 for the gas-phase structure,
which is known to provide reliable results. The radiative decay rates are calculated to be 1.2⫻ 108 s−1 for the gas-phase
molecular geometry and to be 4.04⫻ 108 s−1 for the
molecule-in-crystal structure, respectively. When two and
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FIG. 2. Scheme of displaced harmonic model for the nonradiative decay process.

where NFC refers to the density weighted Franck-Condon
共FC兲 factor,  fi is the energy gap between the final state and
initial state, S j is the Huang-Rhys 共HR兲 factor for the jth
mode, 兺⬘j S j j is the sum of the relaxation energies for all
modes except the promoting mode l, and n̄ j is the Boltzmann
averaged number of phonon for the jth mode. According to
the linear coupling model,18 the HR factor is obtained
through the normal-mode displacement ⌬Q j 共evaluated from
the excited-state energy gradient; see Fig. 2兲:
⌬Q j =

four siloles molecule clusters as cut from the bulk crystal
structure are considered, the radiative decay rate are calculated to be 3.2⫻ 108 s−1 and 3.0⫻ 108 s−1, respectively.
These data show 共i兲 a slight enhancement in radiative decay
rates from the gas-phase molecular structure to the moleculein-crystal structure 共from 1.2⫻ 108 s−1 to 4.04⫻ 108 s−1兲, but
certainly not enough to explain the huge enhancement 共more
than 800 times兲 of luminescence for compound 1; 共ii兲 the
crystal packing only very slightly decreases the radiative decay rate 共from 4.04⫻ 108 s−1 to 3.0⫻ 108 s−1兲; namely, such
a crystal packing does not quench the radiative decay process.
We then look at the nonradiative decay processes. Under
the first-order time-dependent perturbation and Condon approximations, the rate constant of a radiationless transition
through vibronic coupling is expressed as the Fermi golden
rule:16

WSi-f1-S0 =
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where initial state i means the lowest singlet state S1: according to Kasha’s rule, it is S1 that is responsible for radiative decay; final state f means the ground state S0; Rl共fi兲
= −ប2具⌽ f 兩 Q l 兩⌽i典; Pi denotes the Boltzmann distribution for
the initial vibrational states; ⌰ and ⌽ are vibrational and
electronic wave functions, respectively; Q is the normalmode coordinate. Under the displaced harmonic approximation, the shape of the potential energy surface, for the excited
state is assumed to be the same as that for the ground state,
except for a rigid displacement in their normal-mode coordinates; see Fig. 2. Therefore, the equation can be recast into
the following simpler form:17
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The HR factor characterizes the averaged number of
phonons emitted 共absorbed兲 by electron into 共from兲 nuclears
in the relaxation process. From Eqs. 共2兲 and 共3兲, it is readily
seen that if both the electronic coupling prefactor and NFC,
factor are large, the radiationless decay will be fast. In fact,
both factors have vibrational origin: the electronic coupling
is a derivative of the wave function with respect to the promoting vibrational mode l, while NFC is exponentially proportional to the HR factors of a sum of all the modes except
the promoting mode: the most important contribution comes
from the denominator in the exponential function. In the case
of conjugated polymers, many studies have indicated that
the double-bond stretching and single-bond stretching modes
contribute the most to the vibronic coupling, which presents
the two most prominent features in the resonant Raman
spectroscopy,19 a common phenomenon for conjugated
systems. Previous studies indicated that the double-bond
stretching contributes the most to the nonradiative decay
coupling. For several conjugated molecules, the coupling
strength 关Eq. 共1兲兴 has been calculated to be around
Rl = 1800 cm−1 共Ref. 20兲. But the linear-structured conjugated systems do not necessarily possess a large nonradiative
decay rate. In fact, for many conjugated polymers, the lightemitting efficiency is generally high, because when excluding the double-bond stretching mode, other vibrational
modes do not show any appreciable HR factors, resulting in
a very small FC factor. However, the structure of silole 共see
compound 1 in Fig. 1兲 is remarkably different from the usual
conjugated molecules in the sense that in addition to the
conjugation backbone, from site 2 to site 5 of the silacycle,
two more phenyl rings are attached to sites 3 and 4 of the
silacycle. These two rings are not fully in the conjugation
backbone and can twist more readily than the conjugated
parts. Our quantum chemistry calculations show that these
ring-twisting motions contribute largely to the FranckCondon factor.
The excited-state energy gradient 关Eq. 共4兲兴 with respect to
a normal mode is calculated numerically by slightly displacing the atom position according to this normal mode, the
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radiationless decay rate for compound 1 is calculated to be
1.8⫻ 1011 s−1 at room temperature, two to three orders of
magnitude larger than the radiative decay rate.
III. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

FIG. 3. First-principles linear-coupling-model-calculated
Huang-Rhys factors versus the normal-mode wave numbers for
silole compound 1 共grey bar兲 and compound 2 共black bar兲. The four
remarkable HR factors for compound 1 are 31.8, 31.5, 19.1, and
9.4.

norm of the Euclidean displacement being 0.01 Å. This displacement is small enough to guarantee convergence of the
numerical derivative. The energy of the excited state is calculated with time-dependent density function theory both for
the equilibrium geometry and for the displaced geometry.
The HR factors of the lowest singlet excited state 共S1兲 for
both compounds are calculated according to Eq. 共5兲 and are
presented in Fig. 3. It is clearly seen that 共i兲 the double-bond
stretching modes 1573 cm−1 and 1522 cm−1 possess HR factors 1.01 and 0.57 for compounds 1 and 2, respectively, and
共ii兲 there appear four modes with huge HR factors 共⬎9兲 in
the low-frequency sides 共⬍100 cm−1兲 for compound 1, while
only one such mode for compound 2.
We then evaluate the FC factor Eq. 共3兲 for the two compounds. In both cases, we assume that there is only one pro
moting mode; namely, the double-bond stretching contributes to the electronic coupling part Rl. We have found that
for compound 1 the FC factor is about 1032 times larger than
that for compound 2. This means that the nonradiative decay
process is completely suppressed for compound 2, due to the
steric hindrance by the isopropyl groups. The nonadiabatic
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It can be concluded that for compound 1 the proper combination of the double-bond stretching 共electronic coupling兲
and the twisting motions of phenyl rings at sites 3 and 4 of
the silacycle dissipates the excited-state energy nonradiatively. We have shown that the steric hindrances from the
isopropyl substitutions can completely suppress this energy
dissipation channel and make compound 2 to be highly luminescent in solution. The AEL phenomena in siloles have
exactly the same origin: the aggregation, solid-state structure, sticky solvent, or cluster formation can form steric hindrances which restrict the twisting motions of the sidephenyl rings and enhance the radiative decay.
Our results would imply that conjugated molecules with
phenyl groups, which are not in a fully conjugated position
and are ready to rotate, are promising systems to exhibit AEL
phenomena. From our theoretical perspective, the conjugation backbone stretching motion can provide the first prefactor in Eq. 共2兲 and the rotating phenyl groups provide the
second factor NFC. Indeed, so far the AEL molecules do possess this common feature.2–12 More comprehensive and detailed investigations are in active progress. And finally, the
prerequisite for AEL to occur is that the usual aggregation
quenching is not detrimental to the radiative decay, as indicated by our computation for the molecular clusters of 2 and
4 siloles.
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